It is proved that an (« -l)-dimensional, area-minimizing flat chain modulo v in R", with smooth extremal boundary of at most c/2 components, has an interior singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8. Similar results hold for more general integrands.
1. Introduction. This paper gives a regularity theorem for hypersurfaces that minimize area for a given boundary in the class of flat chains modulo v. It is well known that area-minimizing flat chains modulo v, unlike rectifiable currents, can have codimension-1 singular sets. Nevertheless, it is shown that certain global hypotheses on the boundary imply that area-minimizing flat chains modulo v enjoy the same strong regularity as rectifiable currents.
1.1. Area-minimizing flat chains modulo v. The surface of least area with a given boundary depends, of course, on the class of admissible surfaces. Consider, for example, the boundary R of Figure 1 (1), consisting of two close, parallel, unit circles, both oriented counterclockwise. In the standard class of oriented surfaces called rectifiable currents (integral flat chains), the surface of least area consists of two disks as in Figure 1 (2). Next consider the standard class of unoriented surfaces called flat chains modulo 2 (since +1 = -1 (mod 2), orientation is ignored). Here the surface of least area is the catenoid of Figure 1 The area-minimizing flat chain modulo 3 given boundary orientation. Finally, among flat chains modulo 3, the presumed surface of least area, as pictured in Figure 1 (4), consists of two catenoids and a disk, meeting along an auxiliary circle. The three pieces are oriented so that the auxiliary circle occurs as boundary with multiplicity 3, and hence does not count as boundary at all modulo 3.
All three pictured surfaces occur as soap films, the surface of Figure 1 (4) the most easily obtained. Moreover, beyond their own intrinsic and geometric interest, flat chains modulo v have proved useful in regularity arguments for standard rectifiable currents [Wl, M3, proof of Proposition 4 .1].
1.2. Definitions. Flat chains modulo v are defined as congruence classes of integral flat chains, where T = 0 (mod»') means either that T equals vS, for some License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use integral flat chain S, or more generally that T is the limit of a sequence vSj in the flat norm. In a natural way one defines for any flat chain modulo v T a boundary 3F, an area or mass M "(F), and a support sptT. A full discussion of flat chains modulo v appears in [Fl, 4.2.26 ].
1.3. Regularity. (Cf. Open problems in geometric measure theory, #4.20, [B] .) Let T be an (n -l)-dimensional, area-minimizing flat chain modulo v in R". Let F be the interior singular set, i.e., the points where sptTspt"3F fails to be a smooth, embedded manifold. Examples such as pictured in Figure 1(4) show that for v > 3, E can have Hausdorff dimension n -2. A few positive results are known. For v = 2, the Hausdorff dimension of E is at most n -8 ([F2], e.g. with [M2, 4.2] ). For v = « = 3, J. Taylor [T] proved that E consists of smooth curves along which 3 minimal surfaces meet at equal angles. For v = A, B. White [W3] proved that the Hausdorff dimension of E is at most n -2; indeed, that sptTspt"3F is an immersed manifold except for a set of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8. Finally, for v odd, White [W2] has recently proved that the Hausdorff dimension of E is at most n -2.
Our Regularity Theorem 2.4 shows that for all v, if 3F is a compact, extremal C1 submanifold of R" of at most v/2 components, then the Hausdorff dimension of E is at most n -8. Thus, a certain, nonlocal hypothesis ensures that area-minimizing flat chains modulo v share the strong regularity of rectifiable currents. Similar results (see 2.4) hold for more general integrands. There are also consequences (2.8) on finiteness for the number of area-minimizing flat chains modulo v with a fixed boundary.
1.4. The theorem and proof. Here we state a corollary of our main result and sketch the proof.
Theorem (Corollary 2.5). For n > 2, v > 2, let B be an (n -2)-dimensional, compact, oriented, extremal, Cx submanifold of R", of at most v/2 components. Let T be an (n -l)-dimensional, area-minimizing flat chain modulo v with 3F = B (mod v). Then sptT -B is an embedded, minimal manifold except for a singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8. Since T is area-minimizing, therefore equality must hold, S as a sum involves no cancellation, spt S = spt" T, and 5 is an area-minimizing rectifiable current. Therefore by the standard regularity theory [F2], sptT -B = spt S -spt oS is an embedded, minimal manifold except for a set of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8. A fortiori, T has a representative R modulo v such that spt8R = spt"8F.The author appreciates some helpful early conversations with Noga Alon and Gil Kalai. He wants to thank the referee for a correction and improvement of the main theorem 2.4. This work was partially supported by a National Science Foundation grant.
2. The regularity theorem. The main result of this paper, Regularity Theorem 2.4, depends on Decomposition Theorem 2.2, in turn based on a similar result of B. White [W2, §2] . It is convenient first to state a formulation of the constancy theorem [Fl, 4.1.31] in the context of flat chains modulo v. The proof is essentially the same as for rectifiable currents (cf. [Fl, ).
Constancy
Theorem. Let C be a connected, m-dimensional, Cx embedded manifold in R". For v ^ 2, let T be an m-dimensional flat chain modulo v of finite mass with T= TL.C, (spt"3F) nC= 0.
If C is nonorientable, then v is even and T is the associated flat chain modulo v of multiplicity v/2. Otherwise we may assume C is an oriented manifold and also denote by C the associated current; then T = IC (mod v) for some -v/2 < I < v/2.
Temporarily it will be convenient to distinguish between an oriented, embedded manifold M of compact closure and finite area and the associated rectifiable current, to be denoted by t(Ai).
2.2. Decomposition Theorem. For n > 2, v > 2, let T be an (n -l)-dimensional rectifiable current in R". Suppose there is an (n -T)-dimensional, oriented, embedded, C1 manifold M of compact closure and finite area such that dt(M) = dT (mod v) and M n sptF= 0. Then there are rectifiable currents F,, T2,...,TV, a decomposition of M into (perhaps empty or disconnected) components A/,, M2,..., Ai", and an integral flat chain Q such that T=LT" ||r|| =£117)11, 37} = 8t(A/,) + Q (l < i < v). 
1(7} -S,-) = E T, -Z S,, = T-(T-t(M)) = t(M).
Second, since E||S,|| = ||ES,||, Ell7;-5,.|| = ||E(7;-5,)|| = ||t(A/)||. 2.3 Lemma. Let O be an (n -T)-dimensional parametric integrand on R". Let Tt (1 < i < N) be (n -T)-dimensional rectifiable currents in R". Suppose that T = E7} is ^-minimizing and \\T\\ = E||7}||. Then for any nonnegative integers r¡, the current Er,.7} is ^-minimizing.
Proof. Let r = max r¡. Since any portion of a ^-minimizing current is $-minimizing, it suffices to prove that rT is ^-minimizing.
Let S be any rectifiable current with 8S = 3(/"F). By White's decomposition theorem [W2, §2], there are rectifiable currents S¡ (1 < / < r) such that 5 = ES,, ||S|| = E||S,||, and 3S, = T. Hence $(S) = L®^) > EO(F) = Í> (T) . Therefore rT is <£>-minimizing.
Regularity
Theorem. For n > 2, v > 2, let $ be a C3, elliptic, parametric, even, (n -l)-dimensional integrand in R". Let T be an (n -l)-dimensional ^-minimizing flat chain modulo v. Suppose that there is an (n -l)-dimensional, oriented, embedded, C1 manifold M of compact closure and finite area, with current boundary B, such that dT = B (mod v) and M n sptT = 0. Suppose that the number k of connected components of M satisfies k < v/2. Then spt" T -spt R is a C2, embedded manifold except for a singular set of Jf?"~3 measure 0. If $ is the area integrand, then the singular set has Hausdorff dimension at most n -8.
In E"=1 <I>(7}) = 0(F). Since F is ^-minimizing, therefore equality holds, spt 5" = sptT, and S is a ^-minimizing rectifiable current. Therefore by the standard regularity theory [SSA, Theorem II.7, F2] , spt" F -sptR = spt S -spt 35 is a C2 orientable, embedded manifold except for a singular set of the size asserted.
In particular, by the Constancy Theorem 2.1, we may assume that spt 3R c spt B. Suppose k < v/2. Since Under the hypothesis that spt B is a C1 submanifold, it follows from the Constancy Theorem 2.1 that 3R, 8S, and hence 8F', 8F" are just sums of oriented components C of spt R. We will proceed by cases to prove that 8RLC = +RL.C, which implies that ||3R|| = ||R||. Case 1: C <t spt8F'. In this case 8RLC = -85LC = -Rl_C. Case 2: C € spt 8F". In this case 8RLC = 8Sl_C = RLC. Case 3: C c spt8F' n spt8F". In this case 8F'1_C = IC and 8F"LC = mC for nonzero integers /, m. Since both R = T + F" and S = T' -T" are O-minimizing, by Lemma 2.3, U = mT -IT" is ^-minimizing. Since (spt8i/) flC=0, regularity theory implies that, on C, sptR = sptiJ is a C2 embedded manifold except for a set of /7""3 measure 0. Since ||F' + T"\\ = ||F' -F"|| = ||F'|| + ||F"||, therefore Tk+x,...,T2k must all lie on the same side of C and their supports coincide locally. Since the multiplicity of R is at most k = v/2, each T¡ (i > k + 1) must occur locally with multiplicity 1. By our assumption above that X = 0, this case does not occur.
Thus in all cases, for each component C of sptR, 3RLC = + RLC Therefore ||3R|| = ||R||, as desired.
2.5. Corollary. For w Ss 2, v > 3, a > 0, let B be an (n -2)-dimensional, compact, oriented, extremal, CXa submanifold of R", of at most v/2 connected components. Let T minimize area among all rectifiable currents with oT = B (mod v). Then 3F = R. Consequently, spt F is a Cx,a submanifold with boundary B, except for a compact singular set disjoint from B of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8.
Proof. R extremal means that R lies on the boundary of its convex hull. Let M0 be a compact, oriented, C1 manifold with boundary B, of at most v/2 connected components, which intersects the convex hull C of B only in B. Let M = MQ -B.
Since spt F c C (cf. [AS, Appendix A] ), M n spt F = 0. Hence Regularity Theorem 2.4 provides in the equivalence class of F modi» a representative R with ||8R|| = ||R||. Since 3R = R (mod?), R has multiplicity 1, and v > 3, therefore 3R = R. Since R is area-minimizing, the standard regularity theory [F2, HS] says that spt R is a C1-" submanifold with boundary R, except for a compact singular set disjoint from R of Hausdorff dimension at most n -8. It follows that R has multiplicity 1 almost everywhere. Since v > 3, the equivalence class of R mod v has a unique representative. Of course, the minimizing property of F ensures that F is also a representative mod p. Therefore, T = R and the corollary is proved.
Remark. For v = 2, the same proof produces a representative R mod 2 congruent to F mod 2 with 8R = R. However, for v = 2, such a representative is not unique and F may well have additional boundary.
Corollary.
For n > 2, »> ^ 2, a > 0, let B be an (n -2)-dimensional, compact, oriented, extremal, Cx'a submanifold of R", of at most v/2 connected components. Let S be an area-minimizing rectifiable current with boundary B. Then S is area-minimizing modulo v.
Proof. Let F minimize area among rectifiable currents with 8F = B (mod v). For v > 3, by Corollary 2.5, 8F = R and therefore area 5 < area F. For v = 2, by the remark following 2.5, there is a representative R mod 2 congruent to F with 8R = R. Hence area 5 < area R = area F.
Example. For v > 2, the cone over S3 X S3 in R8 is area-minimizing modulo v.
Cf. [M2, Theorem 4].
2.7. Corollary. Let Kbe a compact, convex domain in Rn and let f: K -» R be a C2 solution to the minimal surface equation. Then the graph of f is area-minimizing as a flat chain modulo v for all v > 2.
Proof. This result is well known for rectifiable currents (cf. [Fl, 5.4.18] ). By Corollary 2.6, it follows for flat chains mod v.
2.8. Finiteness Theorem. For n < 7, a > 0, v > 2, let B be an (n -2)-dimensional, compact, oriented, C2a, extremal submanifold of R", with a positiveinteger multiplicity assigned to each component. Suppose that the number of components of B, counting multiplicities, does not exceed v/2. Then B bounds only finitely many area-minimizing flat chains modulo v.
Remark. The hypothesis on the number of components of R may be replaced by the weaker hypothesis that there exist an (n -l)-dimensional, oriented, embedded, C1 manifold M of compact closure and finite area, of multiplicity 1, of at most v/2 components, with current boundary R, disjoint from the convex hull of R.
Proof. In light of the preceding remark, the Regularity Theorem 2.4 applies, and provides for any area-minimizing flat chain mod v T with 3F = R (mod?) a representative R with ||3R|| = ||R||. This admits only finitely many possibihties for 3R. Since R is area-minimizing, the theorem follows from the corresponding finiteness theorem [M4, Theorem 4.3] for area-minimizing rectifiable currents.
